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QB Taylor Heinicke 
 
On what he thinks of RB J.D. McKissic comparing him to Seattle QB Russell Wilson: 
"Yeah, I'll take that all day. That's a quarterback I've tried to emulate for a while. I remember watching him 
growing up and he kind of paved the way for short, mobile quarterbacks. So, I'm excited to watch him play on 
Monday and hopefully he doesn't play too well." 
 
On if he feels like his height holds him back: 
"I never really thought about it. It's something I really can't control. I just try to get it done with what I got. The 
biggest thing for me throughout the years, being a short quarterback is just arm angle stuff. Really gotta be on 
top of the ball and get the ball over those guys' heads. So, I'll say that's the biggest adjustment that I've had to 
make." 
 
On not trying to force the ball to WR Terry McLaurin while still recognizing that he is the team's best 
target: 
"Yeah. Obviously, like you just said, you want to get Terry the ball as much as possible. I thought we've done a 
great job throughout the weeks of really dispersing the ball to everybody. And guys are stepping up, you got 
[WR Adam Humphries] Hump making great plays, you got [WR] DeAndre Carter coming in and making great 
plays, [WR] Cam Sims is back. We have a lot of confidence in all those guys and they continue to show that 
they can make plays on the field. But I mean, like you just said, we would love to get the ball in Terry's hands, 
but we feel confident with everyone else as well." 
 
On what it would mean to get TE Logan Thomas back this week, especially in regards to the red zone: 
"Yeah, you'd like to have him back, especially in that part of the field. Big body guy, wide range, he can catch a 
lot of balls and he's a matchup problem down there. So, you've seen it over the years, you kind of throw a ball 
high to him and that's a matchup we like."  
 
On the performance of the offensive line: 
"Awesome. I think all year they've done a great job. If you look at the stats, there might be some sacks in there 
that are definitely my fault. Whether that's trying to make a bigger play or just not getting the ball out in time. 
So, I don't think that stat really demonstrates how well they've been playing, but they've done a fantastic job." 
 
On if the sacks he is referencing are because of him waiting for routes to develop or him being more 
careful to not throw interceptions: 
"I think it's a combination of a lot of things. Throughout the weeks you keep hearing, 'You want Taylor to play 
like himself a little bit more.' And that's what I've been trying to do, which kind of extends plays. But 
sometimes that's me kind of getting out of the pocket. I just need to throw the ball away instead of taking a half 
yard sack to a five yard sack. But again, you kind of live with it because I feel like some good plays kind of 
happened from those situations, so there's some give and take there." 
 



On if TE John Bates created a lane for him on the fourth down conversion in the Carolina game or if that 
was him throwing Bates open: 
"Yeah, well it's fourth down, so you have to make something happen. And when I was rolling out to my left, I 
thought I could actually run for it. And then number four kind of pursued me pretty well and I looked back at 
Bates and he's coming to me, giving himself his body. So again, he's a rookie and he's still figuring things out, 
but he's playing really well. And again, that was a huge play for us. That might have been the play of the game. 
So, he's getting better and we're excited about him." 
 
On if a younger player making a big play like that gives him more confidence to go to him in future 
situations: 
"It gives you a lot of confidence. If he shows you he can do it in the game, in a crucial situation like that, you 
feel comfortable with it and it just gives me more confidence in throwing him the ball in the coming weeks." 
 
On how much he thinks about his long-term future here: 
"I don't think about it at all. I come in here day-to-day just trying to get better. So I feel like if I do that, things 
will work out for itself and we'll go from there. But again, I'm just focused on winning games right now." 
 
On RB J.D. McKissic: 
"Yeah, he's a good ball player and you hand him the ball off in the backfield it's fun to watch him kinda go 
through the offensive line and make things happen. And then you kind of put him out as kind of like a receiver 
and he runs great routes. He's quick, he catches the ball, so he's a huge player for us. He likes to crack some 
jokes here and there when things are getting tough. He's funny, he keeps things light and he's a good player for 
us." 
 
On what an example is of a recent joke that McKissic made: 
"I probably can't say it [laughs], but J.D. is awesome, man. When things are kind of going rough and you feel 
like the world's collapsing, he'll crack a joke and you'll remember it's fun."  
 
On not looking too far ahead and not worrying about looking over his shoulder: 
"I try not to look over my shoulder because I feel like when you do that, you don't play like yourself. You're 
worried about kind of the wrong things. Again, it's something for me that I just go out there and try to have fun, 
try to play the best football I can and go from there." 
 
On what the biggest difference has been in winning the time of possession the last few weeks: 
"I think the biggest thing is just third down conversions. We've had these past two weeks, we've converted a lot 
of third downs and a lot of fourth downs as well and extended drives. So, I think we put something on the board 
earlier this morning that we had four or five drives over 60 yards this past game, which is huge. It gives our 
defense a break, their defense starts getting tired. And then like you just said, we're running the ball well now 
too. So, a lot of things are starting to come in place." 
 
On if the shorter third downs is the reason why they are converting at a higher rate: 
"Well, obviously we'd rather be in a third-and-two to four situation than third-and-seven, but I think we've done 
a good job of converting the third-and-medium range as well. So, we've just got to keep the ball rolling." 
 



On how excited he is to get the chance to play on Monday Night Football: 
"Yeah, anytime you get to play at night, prime time television, everyone's watching, it's an exciting time and 
everyone in that locker room understands that it's an opportunity for us to show what we've got to the rest of the 
world. We played well the last two weeks and we just wanted to keep that rolling and show that on Monday. So, 
guys are really excited about it and just excited for the opportunity." 
 
On what is next on his childhood list of goals: 
"Beat Russell Wilson." 
 
On if he enjoys Thanksgiving and if so what his favorite part of the holiday is: 
"Yeah, Thanksgiving is an underrated holiday. People kind of skip over it and look at Christmas, but 
Thanksgiving is awesome. You get to sit back, watch three primetime NFL games, couple of college games, eat 
some really good food and hang out with family. So, I think that's kind of a lost deal in today's world. And you 
know, I really enjoy it. My last Thanksgiving last year, I went up to Michigan and spent time with a lot of 
family, watched football, drank some beers and just hung out. So, I really appreciate Thanksgiving." 
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